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STUDY NOTES FOR ALL COMPETITIVE EXAM
This is the third week of the study Notes that

04 stir, menace

you are studying, you’ve probably covered

05 gather, combat

many of the rules and vocabulary words in

Answer-(1)

different notes we are providing you through
different ways, in today’s Study Notes, we

Q.2

Brazil said it will work with member
countries of Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)

are providing you with some important

to ___ India's entry in the ___ grouping that

questions which are completely your Exam

controls global trade in the atomic field,

Oriented i.e. SBI Clerk, 2018 (Prelims).

according to the External Affairs Ministry.
We are always with you at each step in the
01 provide, surge

path of your goal. Try to solve the questions

02 say, unite

and check how much you’ve learnt and how

03 fine, urge

much is remaining, keep watching the
videos of SBI Clerk 2 018,

which

04 elite, give

are

05 facilitate, elite

running from Monday to Saturday only on
Mahendra Guru YouTube channel. These

Q.3

switching

from

tax

regular videos will surely help you learn in

incentives___ infrastructure spending could

an effective way.

benefit small and medium units ___ than tax
incentives.

In each of the following sentences there are

Q.1

Expenditure

two blank spaces. Below each five pairs of

01 to, more

words have been denoted by numbers (1),

02 too, more

(2), (3), (4) and (5). Find out which pair of

03 for, many

words can be filled in the blanks in order to

04 on, most

make a meaningful sentence.

05 to, much

India appreciated Brazil's support for its

Q.4

The Election Commission ___ schedule of

actions to ___ terrorism and said the two

bypolls to four Lok Sabha and eight

countries agreed that the world must come

Assembly seats to be ___ in November.

together to fight the___without distinction
or discrimination.

01 announce, tell
02 confirm, with hold

01 combat, menace

3 announced, held

02 stop, dirty

4 inside, express
5 tell, in

03 muddy, waver
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Q.5

In the ___ of several SAARC nations

05 demand, generate

coming out in support of New Delhi

Answer-(4)

following the Uri attack and the subsequent

Q.8

US President was heckled _________the

cancellation of the bloc's summit in

second consecutive day prompting him to

Islamabad, India said Pakistan has been ___

say that the pro-Trump ___________was

due to its own policies and it has nothing to

paid.

do with it.
01 of, attack
01 woke, separate
02 to, slay

02 awake, stir
03 wake, isolation

03 from, enjoy

04 wake, isolated

04 since, protect

05 awoke, divide
Q.6

05 for, protester

Standup comedian has approached the
Bombay High Court challenging a notice
________by BMC directing razing of an
illegal structure allegedly ________by him
at his flat in suburban Goregaon.
01 issued, constructed
02 covered, assist
Q.9

03 commanded, duster

India termed as "concocted and baseless" a
_________in Pak media that Foreign Secy

04 estimates, clear

in a meeting with German Ambassador had
05 release, domicile
Q.7

_________there was no surgical strike.

Online Test e book which is a perfect

01 retreat, cite

amalgamation of _________that enables the
candidates to ________good score in the

02 report, admitted

upcoming exam.

03 support, play

01 problems, achieve

04 cut, assist

02 answers, create

05. protection, egoist

03 solution, score

Q.10 When US hit the subprime crisis, it was

04 questions, get
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baks

had

_________number

of

loan

Democratic rival (3)/ at the only vice

defaulters.

presidential debate.(4)/ No Error (5)

01 country, great

01

Republican vice presidential nominee
brought cheers into his party

02 divine, smart
02

03 because, huge

as he was praised for dominating and
put forward

04 amazing, large
03

05 due to, less

an impressive performance against
his Democratic rival

Read each part of the sentence to find out
if there is any error in it. The error, if any,

04

at the only vice presidential debate
05 No Error

will be in one part of the sentence. The
number of that part is the answer. If there
is no error, mark your answer as (5).
Q.11 Barack Obama has said the Paris climate
deal (1)/ would come into force much earlier
(2)/ than previously anticipated, days (3)/
after India ratify the agreement on climate
change.(4)/ No Error (5)
01

Barack Obama has said the Paris

Q.13 Democratic Vice Presidential nominee (1)/
ripped apart for his dangerous ideas of

climate deal

supporting (2)/ more nations getting nuclear

02

would come into force much earlier

03

than previously anticipated, days

terrorism.(4)/ No Error (5)

04

after India ratify the agreement on

01

weapons and having no plans to (3)/ combat

climate change
05

vice

02
presidential

Presidential

03

praised for dominating and put forward (2)/
an impressive performance against his

www.mahendras.org

ripped apart for his dangerous ideas
of supporting

nominee

brought cheers into his party (1)/ as he was
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Vice

nominee

No Error

Q.12 Republican

Democratic

more nations getting nuclear weapons
and having no plans to

04

combat terrorism

05

No Error
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Q.14 Reversing its three-day climb, rupee fell (1)/

churches in old Goa for his visit (3)/ to the

against USD at the Interbank Foreign

state to participate in the BRICS-BIMSTEC

Exchange (2)/ due to high demand for the

outreach meet. (4) No Error (5)

American currency (3)/ from importers and

01

Sri Lankan President

02

visited a world heritage monument

banks.(4)/ No Error (5)
01

Reversing its three-day climb, rupee

complex

fell
03
02

against USD at the Interbank Foreign

housing churches in old Goa for his
visit

Exchange
04
03

due to high demand for the American

to the state to participate in the
BRICS-BIMSTEC outreach meet.

currency
05
04

from importers and banks

05

No Error

Q.15 The

US

has

encouraged

No Error

continued

communication (1)/ between Indian and
Pakistani militaries to reduce tension, (2)/
saying American officials are in contact (3)/
with both the neighbouring countries.(4)/
No Error (5)
01

02

Q.17 Institutional

policies

and

The US has encouraged continued

investments (1)/ are the key factors that will

communication

help India in a (2)/ speedy and inclusively

between

Indian

and

Pakistani

militaries to reduce tension
03

reforms,

saying American officials are in

04

with both the neighbouring countries

05

No Error

transformation,

(3)/

the

United

Nations'' body on food and agriculture. (4)
No Error (5)
01

contact

Institutional reforms, policies and
investments

02

are the key factors that will help India
in a

Q.16 Sri Lankan President (1)/ visited a world
heritage monument complex (2)/ housing
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04

the United Nations'' body on food and

02

agriculture.
05

media

should

develop

a

self-

regulatory

No Error

03

picture" of the

Q.18 A subdued growth outlook for Singapore's
trade-reliant economy(1)/ is expected to

04

keep inflation pressures modest,(2)/ the
central bank said, highlighting a bumpy road

mechanism to bring forth a "true

issues concern people before the
government

05

No Error

ahead for(3)/ the city state amid lingering
weakness in global demand.(4)/No Error (5)
01

A subdued growth outlook for
Singapore's trade-reliant economy

02

is expected to keep inflation pressures
modest

03

the central bank said, highlighting a
bumpy road ahead for

04

the city state amid lingering weakness
Q.20 India has reiterated its commitment for a

in global demand
05

successful conclusion(1)/ of the 20

No Error

01

Doha Development Agenda and other issues
Q.19 Punjab Governor said (1)/ media should
develop a self-regulatory (2)/ mechanism to
bring forth a "true picture" of the (3)/ issues
concern people before the government. (4)

of interest(2)/ to developing countries at the
World Trade Organization, and made a fresh
pitch(3)/ for a global agreement on trading
facilitation in services.(4)/No Error (5)

No Error (5)
01
01
02

Punjab Governor said

of the 20

01

Doha

for a successful conclusion
Development

04

Agenda and other issues of interest
03

to developing countries at the World
Trade Organization, and made a fresh
pitch
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India has reiterated its commitment

for a global agreement on trading
facilitation in services

05

No Error

Q.21 The counter-argument could be that (1)/
inflation is necessary to stimulating the real
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economy,this is a (2)/ repeat of the famous

worsening (2)/ of performance after a 5.7%

Phillips curve argument made in the 1950s,

fall in the previous (3)/ three months and its

(3)/ 1960s and early 1970s in the western

eighth quarter of decline. (4)/ No Error (5)

world.(4)/ No Error (5)

01

01

The counter-argument could be that

02

inflation is necessary to stimulating

drop in sales
02

the real economy, this is a
03

repeat of the famous Phillips curve

1960s and early 1970s in the western

for the three months a major
worsening

03

argument made in the 1950s
04

The Walmart-owned chain reveal the

of performance after a 5.7% fall in the
previous

04

world

three months and its eighth quarter of
decline

05 No Error

05

No Error

Q.22 The Walmart-owned chain reveal the drop in
sales (1)/ for the three months a major
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Q.23 The firm has said it will not be increasing

01

(1)/ its investment in a price cuts regime
(2)/ despite revealing that sales (3)/

Booker

said

that

although

the

economic outlook
02

slumped a farther 7.5% slump in spring.(4)/

was more uncertain following the vote to
leave the EU

No Error (5)
01

03

there had been no notice drop

04

in the number of people applying for

The firm has said it will not be
increasing

a mortgage
02

its investment in a price cuts regime
05

03

despite revealing that sales

04

slumped a farther 7.5% slump in

No error

Which of the Phrases (1), (2) (3) and (4)
spring
05

given below each sentence should replace
the phrases printed in bold in the sentence

No Error

to make it grammatically correct. If the

Q.24 Moody’s said the modest upwards (1)/
revision in China growth would have (2)/
minimal impact on its forecast for the rest of
the (3)/ world as imports at China continue
to fall.(4)/ No Error (5)

sentence is correct as it is given and no
correction is required, mark (5) as the
answer.
Q.26 Automation threatens 69 per cent of the jobs
in India, while 77 per cent in China,
according to a World Bank research which

01

Moody’s said the modest upwards

02

revision in China growth would have

03

minimal impact on its forecast for the

traditional economic path in developing

rest of the

countries.

world as imports at China continue to

01

has

04

technology

could

technology

could

fundamental

disrupt

No Error

02

outlook (1)/ was more uncertain following

03

the vote to leave the EU, (2)/ there had been
no notice drop (3)/ in the number of people
applying for a mortgage.(4)/ No Error (5)
www.mahendras.org

technology

could

fundamentally

could

fundamentally

would

fundamentally

disrupted

Q.25 Booker said that although the economic
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that

fundamentally disrupt the pattern of

fall
05

said

technology
disruption

04

technology
disrupt
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05

No Correction Required

02

deferred by a day for heavy

Q.27 Civil society groups under banner of

03

deferred by a day as heavy

People Forum for BRICS here have

04

defer by a day due to heavy

05

No Correction Required

stressed the need for ''people's charter'' for
tourism.
01

under the banner of People’s Forums

02

under the banner of People’s Forum

Q.30 Corruption will never be eradicated from
soccer and officials in English-speaking

03

under a banner of People’s

world should try to be humble rather then
pompous when they talk about ethics, a

Forum

FIFA VP said.

04

under the banners of People Forum

01

05

No Correction Required

should trying to be humble rather than
pompous

Q.28 The Canadian oil sector is projected to lose

02

billions of dollars for the second year in a
row as production falls due too lower

should try to bee humble rather than
pompous

03

investment and disruptions from wildfires,

should try too be humble rather than
pompous

a report showed.
04
01

production

falling

due

to

lower

should try to be humble rather than
pompous

investment
05

No Correction Required

02 product falls due to lower invest
Q.31 Non Performing Assets (NPAs) is a
03 production falls due too low investment

classification

used

by

financial

04 production falls due to lower investment

institutions that refer to loans that are in

05 No Correction Required

jeopardy of default.

Q.29 The launch of India''s latest communication

01

institution

satellite GSAT-18 in the wee hours, onboard
Arianespace rocket, from Kourou in French

02

Guiana has been deferred by a day due to
heavy cross winds, Indian Space Research
Organisation said.
01

are a classification used by financial

are a classification used by financial
institutions

03

are a classification use by financial
institutions

defered by a day due to heavily
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04

05

are a classification used to financial

Arunachal (PPA) government with the

institutions

induction of senior BJP MLA in the council

No Improvement

of ministers.

Q.32 The US has welcomed the efforts of BRICS

01

officially became a part of the

countries to engage constructive in global

02

official became a part of the

issues of importance.

03

officially become a part of a

01

04

officially being a part of the

05

No Improvement

constructively on global issues of
important

02

constructively on global issues of
Q.35 Sounding exuberant, veteran banker and

important

New Development Bank (NDB) President
03

04

constructively in global issues of

have say everything is going right for

important

India at present.

constructively in global issues of

01

has said everything are going right for

02

has said everything is going right for

03

have said everything is going right for

04

had said everything is going right for

05

No Improvement

importance
05

No Improvement

Q.33 The US told Pakistan to take action to
combat and delegitimise all terror groups
operating on its soil.
01

combat and delegitimise all terrorist

surveying is here to stay, yet, in light of the

group
02

combat and delegitimise any terrorist

above issues, it needs radical overhaul if it
needs to remain credible.

groups
03

Q.36 It is clear that the inflation expectations

combat and delegitimise all terrorist

01

here to stay

groups
04

combat and delegitimise all terrorist

02

the inflation expectating survey are
here to stay

groups
05

the inflation expectations survey is

03

No Improvement

the inflation expectations survey is
here to staying

Q.34 The BJP in Arunachal Pradesh officially
become a part of the People''s Party of
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04

05

the inflation expect survey is here to

company remained “committed to the

stay

previously announced five-year £1.5bn

No Correction Required

price investment”.
01

ASDA would have try to win back
shoppers from the likes

02

ASDA would being tries to win back
shoppers from the likes

03

ASDA would try to win back
shoppers from the likes

04

ASDA would try to win back
shopping from the likes

05

No Correction Required

Q.37 Walmart’s chief financial officer, admitted
ASDA had failed to win back customers
from rivals, “in the UK, fierce competition
and food deflation continues to challenge

Q.39 Our

strategy

remains

focussing

improving retail basics, simplifying and
strengthening the offer through improved

the market, significantly impacting traffic,”

availability and assortment discipline.

he said.

01

01

02

03

05

03

No Correction Required

Q.38 Despite suggestions that ASDA would tries
to win back shoppers from the likes of

focussing on improving retailed
basics, simplifying

04

focussing on improving retail basics,
simplified

fierce competition and food deflation
continue to challenge the market

focused on improving retail basics,
simplifying

fierce competition or food deflation
continue to challenging the market

04

02

fierce competition and food deflating
continue to challenge the market

focused on improves retail basics,
simplifying

fierce competitive and food deflation
continues to challenge the market

on

05

No Correction Required

Q.40 ASDA has been losing market sharing as
Aldi and Lidl expanded rapidly, while
bigger rival Tesco has improved its prices

Aldi and Lidl with aggressive price cuts the
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and service, price deflation and the rise of online

03

has losing market share as

shopping.

04

has been lost market sharing as

01

has been losing market share as

05

No Correction Required

02

has being losing market share as
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ANSWERS

Q.18.(2)

Replace ‘inflation’ with ‘inflationary’

Q.1.(1)

Stir(V)-Blend, Menace(N)-Danger

Q.19.(4)

use ‘concerning’

Q.2.(5)

Provide(V)-Supply, surge(N)-Gush

Q.20.(4)

Replace ‘trading’ with ‘trade’

Q.3.(1)

Too(Adv)-Unduly, more(Determiner)Further

Q.21.(2)

Replace ‘stimulating’ with ‘stimulate’

Q.22.(1)

Replace ‘reveal’ with ‘revealed’

Q.23.(4)

Replace ‘farther’ with ‘further’

Q.24.(4)

Replace ‘at’ with ‘to’

Q.25.(3)

Replace ‘notice’ with ‘noticeable’

Q.26.(5)

No correction required

Q.4.(3)

Announce(V)-Declare, tell(V)-Inform

Q.5.(4)

Wake(V)-Awake, isolation(N)Separation

Q.6.(1)

commanded- order, domicile- human
habitat

Q.7.(4)

– generate- produce, score- total

Q.27.(2)

under the banner of People’s Forum

Q.8.(5)

slay- kill, attack-physical assault

Q.28.(4)

Q.9.(2)

cite- note, egoist- self-centred person

production falls due to lower
investment

Q.10.(3)

amazing- astonishing, divine- perfect

Q.29.(5)

No correction required

Q.11.(4)

Replace ‘ratify’ with ‘ratified’

Q.30.(4)

should try to be humble rather than
pompous

Q.12.(2)

Replace ‘put’ with ‘putting’

Q.31.(2)

are a classification used by financial
institutions

Replace ‘high’ with ‘higher’

Q.32.(4)

constructively in global issues of
importance

Q.16.(3)

use ‘during’ instead of ‘for’

Q.33.(3)

combat and delegitimise all terrorist
groups

Q.17.(3)

use ‘inclusive’ not ‘inclusively’

Q.13.(5)
Q.14.(3)
Q.15.(5)
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Q.34.(1)

officially became a part of the

Q.35.(2)

has said everything is going right for

Q.36.(1)

the inflation expectations survey is here
to stay

Q.37.(4)

fierce competition and food deflation
continue to challenge the market
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ASDA would try to win back shoppers
from the likes

Q.39.(2)

focused on improving retail basics,
simplifying

Q.40.(1)

has been losing market share as
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